Qualite Control Cabinet

Control individual poles or an entire sports complex

Qualite’s factory-built Control Cabinet (QCC) is designed to meet specific sports lighting requirements, offering the flexibility to switch on a single field or a multi-field complex. The UL listed QCC utilizes only listed or recognized components and is built by a UL listed panel builder. Rugged NEMA type 4 enclosure seals out contaminants, and protects all electrical components to make the cabinet suitable for mounting inside or out. Manual control is provided by keyed or standard selector switches without keys. Push button switches are available.

TECHNICAL DATA
- Cutler-Hammer IEC freedom series contactors
- Cutler-Hammer heavy duty oil-tight 3 position keyed switch
- 14 gauge galvanized with ANSI 61 gray polyester powder coating
- NEMA type 4
- AWG 15-1/0 terminal blocks for pole feeds (when needed)
- 13 circuit ground bar AWG 26-10

INDUSTRY STANDARDS
- UL/CUL 508 Type 4, 12 and 13
- NEMA Type 4, 12 and 13
- IEC 529, IP 66

Features/Options
- Nothing to assemble in the field
- Designed to meet individual field or sports complex configurations
- QCC can be pre-wired to interface with ReQUEST, Qualite’s wireless controls
- Optional timing controls
- 30A, 60A, 100A contactors are standard
- Contactors are rated up to 480v Control power standard 120v
- Covered under the Qualite system warranty for 10-30 years.

Two Standard Sizes:
- (Height) 30” (Width) 24” (Depth) 10”
- or (Height) 24” (Width) 20” (Depth) 8”
- * others available based on project size
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